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More Similar to the
Human Body Than
You Think
Even though pool owners rely on pool
professionals to remodel or service their
pools and spas, having a basic
understanding about how a pool works
allows you to have informed
conversations with pool pros, but it also
allows you to alert pool pros when you
see a potential problem. Here is how a
basic pool operates as described through
parts of a human body.
A pool has different systems just like a
human body. Each system plays an
important role in the complete health and
life span of a pool.

POOL STRUCTURE AND SURFACE
The pool structure is like the skeletal system. It provides support for your
pool. The pool surface is like your skin. It covers and protects the pool
structure. Pool surfaces need to be cleaned periodically as part of a
maintenance program for sanitation and prolonged surface longevity.

PUMPS
The pump is the heart of your pool system
and is responsible for the circulation in your
pool. Pools and spas have a pump, filter,
skimmer, main drain, return lines, and valves.
There are many upgrades available for your
pool depending on how automated you want
your system to be. The standard single speed
pump is the largest user of electricity in a
home with a pool. Builders, remodelers, and
service professionals recommend variable
speed pumps now that significantly reduce
electrical usage.

CONTROLS
Pool controls are the brain of the
system. They are responsible for
keeping the pool running on a
schedule and turning features on
when needed. Automation can run
your pump, turn on your lights,
waterfalls, and heater. Automation
creates a much simpler routine for
pool owners.
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FILTERS
Filters are like your liver and kidneys which
clean the blood in your body as filters are
needed to remove particles from the water.
Filters keep the particles contained in a tank
until the filter media can be changed or
cleaned. Each type of filter differs in the time
between cleaning, ease of maintenance, and
the size od the particles in can remove.

HEATERS
Heaters are like your metabolism, maintaining
temperature in a healthy and comfortable
range. They are essential for the therapeutic
qualities of a well-designed spa as well as a
comfortable swimming experience on a cool
Fall day. Modern heaters are much more
energy-efficient than they used to be.

LIGHTS
Lights are the eyes of your pool. Pool lighting
invites you to swim and soak in your pool at
night, increases safety, and provides a
beautiful accent to your backyard. Pool, spa,
and landscape lighting are available in many
color options with different energy savings
potential.

If you are interested in learning more about how your pool
operates, there are many online and classroom courses
available in the pool industry. In addition, there are many
podcasts and YouTube videos that can provide further
information for pool owners.
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